Mexican-Americans Get
Action on Complaints
By JOYCE AUGUSTIN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Student initiative ISI Pres.
John Garcia yesterday reaffirmed Ombudsman J.
Benton
White’s
announcement
that
Mexican
American grievances
are headed toward solution.
"And we’re not going to let
this chance go down the drain,"
said the head of the MexicanAmerican campus group.
After a three hour meet last
week with the faculty sponsors of
the minorities film "A Day of Concern," SI agreed to participate in
the film’s remaking scheduled for
showing at a faculty meeting Dec.
5.
"Although I don’t feel my job is
done," White had said, "I think
we’ve cleared a hurdle. They’ve
made us feel that we can work
with them."
SI had threatened to disrupt
the Scheduled Nov. 2 showing of
the film charging the MexicanAmericans received unequal representation. An earlier meeting
with the faculty sponsors of the
film failed to produce any
change in either Si or faculty
stands.
Shortly before midnight on Nov.
1, Pres. Robert D. Clark postponed
the "Day of Concern" program until Dec. 5.
Ombudsman White said that last
week’s meeting, unlike the Nov. 2
meeting, was amiable. After viewing the Mexican-American segment of the film the group discussed means of Mexican-American
participation in the changing of
the film.
"I think the film’s sponsors realize now that the film was a symbol
of our grievances," Garcia said. "It
Is a starting point from which we
can discuss the real problems."
"One of the things that antag-

onizes us," Garcia said, "is that
the social science department
and the library don’t have an
adequate supply of hooks on the
Mexican-American."
"We have submitted requests
and bibliographies but can’t get
any results."
"The books that are available
present the stereotyped simple
peasant image of the Mexican.
American."
*He said that graduates with this
type of background sent out into
the community to communicate
with the Mexican-Americans cannot help but fail.

ASH President Vic Lee yesterday criticized U.C. Chancellor
Roger Heyns for stripping the
Berkeley campus’ Associated Students Senate of its power to allocate funds.
"My first reaction is that this
constitutes a serious loss of students’ rights in determining how
student monies should be spent,"
said Lee.
He called the student senate
"the most legitimate source" for
allocation of funds "without any
interference from outside forces."
Heyns has delegated the power
to allocate more than $250,000 in
non-fixed expenses to a new, 16member board consisting of eight
students, three administrative
representatives, two faculty representatives, and one representative
each from the alumni association
and the campus’ non-academic employees.
The committee will control ex-

history department chairman, and
Dr. Hobert Burns, academic vice
president.
The recommendation stems from
a complaint filed with Burns by
the Young Republicans. The complaint charges Brooks with violating the State Educational Code by
discussing the Vietnam issue in a
way not relevant to his course
curriculum.
Attached to the complaint were
four affidavits attesting to the
accuracy of the charges in the
complaint. Three were signed by
students in Brook’s classes, and
Continued on Page a)

Unity Week Seeks Reply
To Discrimination Question
SJS students will get a chance
to show visible proof of their
commitment to the solution of
campus discrimination problems
when the ASB-sponsored College
Unity Week gets under way Monday.
Eight thousand blue and gold

Vietnam Authority
To Talk Tomorrow
On People, War
The views of the South Vietnamese people regarding the War, U.S.
military troops, U.S. involvement
In South Vietnam’s domestic problems and North Vietnam and the
Viet Cong will be discussed by a
man who has spent the past nine
years working with the Vietnamese people.
Don Luce, ex -coordinator of the
International Volunteers Service
(TVS), will speak tomorrow at
12:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium,
The IVS is an organization set
lip by the Brethren. MennoWle,
and Quaker religious groups to
make agriculture improvements in
South Vietnam. Last summer the
U.S. government took over control
of all civilian agencies in South
Vietnam. This action prompted
Luce to quit hit" position in protest. Two weeks ago the U.S. released the TVS from military con

Ira

Faculty members attending last
weeks meeting were Dr. Harold
DeBey, professor of chemistry,
Mrs. Ruth Rehbock, and Dr. Low- Vol. 55
ell Walter, personnel counselors,
Dr. Bruce Ogilvie, professor of
psychology, and Dr. Robert Martin, chairman of the faculty committee.
Representing SI were John Garcia, SI, president, Norma Fierra,
SI vice-president. Dan Hernandez,
community advisor to SI, Lupe
Vasquez and Jose Albarez, SI
members.
Ombudsman White led the discussion.
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buttons bearing the ward "We"
will be officially distributed next
week for a minimum donation of
25 cents each by the College Unity
Week Committee. Tony Cappolla,
SJS All-American gymnast, and
Valerie Dickerson, 1967 Homecoming Queen, were appointed
co-chairmen by ASB President Vic
Lee.
Button booths will be get up In
front of the bookstore and on
Seventh Street.
Proceeds from button sales will
be divided equally among three
campus tutorial assistance programs dedicated to providing academic and personal guidance to
minority and disadvantaged students, in order to bring them into
the educational process.
The groups ale the Latent Educational Assistance Program
(LEAP Group), College Commitment Program and the Community
Involvement Program (CU.).
Lee originally planned to stage
the program this week, until plans
to reschedule the SJS-University
of Texas at El Paso (lfTEP) football game for tomorrow (Dec. 2)
fell through. 1.1TEP cancelled three
contracted games, including the
re-scheduling of the game called
-ff by Pres. Clark in view of
threats of racial violence.
Lee decided to go ahead with
College Unity Week without a
home game climax. He said the
button sale will give students an
opportunity to make material contributions to the movement to
help disativnntagNi students.
minority group members,

penditures for student activities
including the school band, the
newspaper Daily Californian, and
the tutorials program, and also
will have final say on who is allowed to use the Student Union.
The chancellor informed members of the student senate of his
decision in a letter Tuesday, a
day before the start of student
body elections which will involve
graduate students, both in voting
and in senate representation, for
the first time since 1960.
Heyns reportedly took action because of a ruling last spring by
the Student Judicial Committee to
uphold a Senate decision extending full voting rights in senate
elections to graduate students.
In an earlier student referendum,
a majority of the graduate students voting favored graduate student involvement in campus student government.
However, less than half the
graduate population voted in the
referendum. According to Heyns’
interpretation of University regulations, the election, therefore,
should have been declared invalid.
Berkeley campus opinion of the
chancellor’s decision was mixed.
Militant students believe Heyns
had acted out of fear that graduate studentsconsidered the most
vociferous of the political activists
on the Berkeley campus- would
prove too radical a voice in student government.
Student Body President Richard
Beahrs, however, says that the
move may be a good thing since
It may allow the student senate
to devote more time to academic
problems.
On the other hand, Susan RedContinued on Page 8)
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Defend Use of Police

Peaceful Protesting
Backed by Trustees

Lee Criticizes Heyns
For Allocation Action

Anti -War Participation
May Cost Prof Salary
Dr. Robin Brooks, assistant
professor of history, may face
loss of one-half-day of pay as
a result of his participation in
"Vietnam Teach Week" during
the middle of October.
Pres. Clark has made his final
decision on a recommendation to
dock Dr. Brooks a half-day’s pay,
but will not make his decision
public until next week when
Brooks is officially notified.
The recommendation was jointly
made by Dr. Dudley Moorhead,
dean of the School of Humanities
and the Arts, Or, Gerald Wheeler,
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ON CAMPUS TONIGHT
player Marcus Hemphill
THE PAIR EXTRAORDINAIRE Bass
and singer Carl Craig appear on a double bill of entertainment
with the Pozo-Seco Singers this evening at 8:15 in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Admission to the event, sponsored by the College
Union Program Board, is $1 for students and faculty and general
admission is $2. Tickets may be purchased in the Student Affairs
Business Office or at the door.

Pres. Clark OK’s January
Commencement for Seniors
Pres. Robert D. Clark has authorized January commencement
ceremonies for 1,200 eligible graduates at the Pavilion of the Santa
Clara County Fairgrounds at 6:30
p.m. on Jan. 26.
The president’s authorization followed the presentation of a petition signed by 353 prospective
graduates requesting the winter
ceremonies.
Previous mid-term graduating
classes were allowed to participate
in June ceremonies, but few graduates were able to return for commencement, according to senior
business majors Jim Earnhardt

and Mark Roberts, who spearheaded the petition campaign.
Details of the ceremonies will be
worked out by the Public Ceremonies Committee Dec. 8. The
committee will determine costs and
other features of the program including the speaker.
Earnhardt estimated the ceremonies would cost $2,500 if 600
persons participate. June commencement cost $5,500 when 1,200
of 3,400 eligible participated. Ceremonies in September for summer
graduates cost $4,500 when 200 of
800 eligible donned caps and
gowns.

The California State College
Board of Trustees upheld the
right of "peaceful protest", but
said administrators are "expected"
to use outside police to maintain
order, In a resolution passed yesterday.
Trustees, meeting in Los Angeles, said that public and private
business recruiters have the right
to conduct job interviews on all
state college campuses.
Part of a one page resolution,
introduced in reaction to the Dow
protest at SJS, read, "The board
condemns violence or threats of
violence which result In the disruption of the lawful operation of
any state college."
SJS Dean Stanley Benz gave his
"whole hearted support to the resolution."
"This is a reaffirmation of the
policy we have operated under for
a long time. For a campus to he
truly open and free, it must be
open to all, not just the few," Dr.
Benz said.
Trustees passed the five part
resolution with only one dissenting vote. The entire last part of
the policy statement is devoted to
the use of outside police on campus.
"If internal measures and security are insignificent to safeguard the campus, the college administrators are authorized and
expected to call in outside and
community law enforcement officers," part five of the resolution
reads.
Trustees supported the student’s
right to dissent, saying, "the board
is sensitive to the right of students
to debate current issues, to protest
policy and to dissent. These rights,
in accordance with college rules
as to time, place and manner, must
also be protected.
"The right to dissent affords no
excuse to disrupt college operation or to interfere with the rights
of fellow students. Students have
the right to meet on campus with

representatives of government and
private industry to plan their futures," the board said.

Retraction
President Robert D. Clark has
termed inaccurate yesterday’s
Spartan Daily story on a requested moratorium on all campus investigations.
"There is no truth to the story
that I have requested a moratorium," President Clark said in
a statement issued yesterday.
"I don’t understand this story.
Implications may have been drawn
from informal conversation, but I
fall to perceive the relevance of
the conclusions drawn by the
Spartan Daily," he continued.
According to President Clark,
all committees investigating the
anti-Dow demonstrations are free
to continue. The Spartan Daily
regrets any misunderstanding that
may have resulted from yesterday’s story.

’Peer Gynt’ Satire
Will Play Tonight
"Peer Gynt," Henrik lbsen’s fantastic and bitter satire will open
tonight at 8:15 in the College
Theater.
The play is a character study
and more. It is the search for
identity by Gynt and a satire on
everything from the politics of
Norway in the nineteenth century
to business ethics that are universal in nature.
Cast in the difficult lead is
James Hubbard. Kathy Tempel is
Solveig, and Sandra Wood is Aase.
Tickets are still available for
all performances. Prices are $1.50
general admission, 75 cents for
students.

LSD Users Risk ’Cerebrum Russian Roulette’
Editor’s Note: LSD, that odorless, colorless.
tasteless, "instant nirvana," started out in 1938
with the greatest of hopes. When first syn
thesised by Swiss chemist Dr. Albert Hoffman,
it was hailed as an answer in the treatment of
alcoholism, schizophrenia and other mental di,.
orders. Nearly every carefully controlled research project has deflated the scientific value
of LSD. New research may link LSD to genetic
damage. This article, last of two parts. reports
on the new research being conducted.
By PATSY MILLER
Spartan Daily Feature Editor
One young mother who had taken LSD
brought her child to the Oregon Medical
Schoolthe child’s intestinal tract deformed and one side of its face growing at
a much faster rate than the other side.
Dimes of LSD equal to human dosage
were given to pregnant mice. Out of a litter
of five one is normal.
Many LSD users are willing to play
cerebrum Russian roulette to achieve. introspection and to find God, but. recent
research now being conducted may prove
that when they play with LSD they are
not only risking their life but future unborn generations.
In research begun only this year scientists have shown in test tubes that LSD
can break chromosomes, those tiny components in cells of the body that transmit
heredity factors such as skin, eye and hair
color and physical and personality traits.
Or, Maimon M. Cohen. geneticist at State
University of New York, sparked the first
words of was fling of genetic damage.
Scientists have known for is long time
that atomic radiation and intense X-rays
disrupt and break chromosomes reusing illness, death from leukemia and other malignancies. Breaking in chromosomes in parents may result in malformed babies.
Dr. Cohen started his tests with normal
human blood cells in a test tube. He added
minute qualities of LSD and studies the
ehromosomes under a microscope. The result was the same kind of chromosomal

damage that occurs with radiation.. Dr.
Cohen then took blood cells from a mental
patient treated with LSD and again there
was a high rate of chromosomal breakage.
He continued his research, this time with
LSD users. Blood cells of three mothers
were examined. The same chromosome
breakage showed up. Their children are
now being studied for abnormalities.
Perhaps an even more positive affirmation of Dr. Cohen’s studies is the research
being done by the Oregon Medical School
and Oregon Primate Research Center,
At Oregon blood cells of eight LSD users
and nine non-LSD users were studied. Six
of the users had abnormally broken chromosomes and only one non-user showed
slight breakage. Researchers discovered
that the patient had undergone intensive
X-ray therapy.
In the LSD group, the worst chromosome
damage took place in blood cells of those
who had taken the largest doses.
What are the implications of the broken
chromosomes? According to Dr. G. Alexander McCallum, SJS professor of biology,
"If this abnormality is passed on to the
next generation, it could lead to various
types of abnormalities in the offspring. It
could lead to failure of the egg to develop
or normal abortion during fetal period.
Other abnormalities include Mongoloid
Idiocy."
Mongoloidism, a dull-witted child with
distorted features and inefficient, muscles,
is one of the most. frequent malformations
due to chromosome breakage. Others ill chide mental retardation and abnormal
bone growth.
Dr. Richard Ingraham, assistant professor of biology, feels that most often spontaneous, natural abortion or nn underdeveloped fetus will occur. He attributes this
to the fact, that most genetic aberrations
are due to too many chromosomes rather
than fragmented chromosomes. Most likely
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if fragmentation does occur, the fetus will
not develop.
A new series of government-sponsored
testa are being conducted at the University
of Wisconsin. Small quantities of LSD are
being given to pregnant. mice. The results
as reported in the July 1967 issue of Science
are "one out of five rats appeared to abort
early, two delivered stunted stillborn offspring, one delivered an undeveloped young
and one apparently normal. The control
group had no abortions or stillborn"
The dose given was equal to a human
dose and the stage or pregency when injected was equivalent to human pregnancy
of 16 to 22 days.
This evidence is important says Dr.
Ingraham for physiologically rats are similar to man. "What LSD is doing in rodents can happen to man." He adds that
apparently the stage of pregnancy when
LSD is taken is important. The critical
period seems to be the first three months.
Science magazine reports, "treatment of
five additional rats with LSD late in pregnancy had no obvious effects on the offspring."
Research can not yet conclusively bind
LSD to genetic damage and other abnormalities such as brain damage. But for
that matter it took some time to get proof
of what Thalidomide could do to unborn
babies, but when proof came it was too
late for Thalidomide mothers-- the damage
hart been done.
151D is a frightening, dangerous, yet appealing mystic drug. To the intellectual
and hippie alike it is temptation for deep
introspection, to find oneself in a world
where everyone is no one and God seems
nowhere. Yet the LSD user is often the
very person who has the most to lose from
it. Its very unpredictability can ruin a mind
or perhaps a future mind, that without
LSD could help find solutions to problems
he is running away from.
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’Ile old philosophy professor shook his
head sadh, as lie- Ittall &mil the Ile% spa per. "It r.as there’s till I’. 21 shopping elit
ttttt tab formed an
ironic smile. "I hilt 21 class to spendho remembers the rtal
spend-spend.
meaning of Christmas sin more?" lie’
shrugged his shoulders. -I think ae should
rewrite the "Christmas Carol- so it fits
the future:"
"Imagine a smoke -f i h led advertising
agency. A small green lampshade dangles
down in the middle of the office. A group
of men in wrinkled white shirts - - ties
loose at the neck - are silting around
staring at the eigarette-filltd ashtrays. One
man is pacing the floor feserishly.
"It’s almost the fourth of July,- the pacing man mutters. "And hert we are without a theme for our Christmas push."
"But is the Santa Claus bit really
dead?" One of the men said hesitantly.
"Sounbotly niust still believe in him."
"No, he’s old hut." Said the pacing man.
"Most people are too sophisticated to go
for that old line any more. Too large of
a "Santa-Claus-ls-Dead" school has devel-
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"Those matters which can alfect the benefit and harm of all, ought
to be known and heard by all, who may thus attain the beneficial and
Marsilio of Padua
repel the opposite."
KEN BRYANT

Editor

KEN BECKER

Advertising Mgr.

Staff Editorial

Sacrifice in Vain?
The shameful "color lines" w Inich
hate been either severed or at least
well -frayed on the American sports
scene are in danger of being restrung
by Louis Lomax and Harry Edwards.
These two Negro leaders hate sent
five demantls to the executit e director
of the L S. Olympic Committee. If
they are not tnet. Edwards and Lomax
tell us most of America’s fine Negro
athletes will boycott the 1968 Olympic
Gaines in Mexico City.
One and one-half of their demands
art- %alit!. The others indicate racist
tendencies which their authors profess
to deplore. They smack of the dangerous philosophy which says. "these
things will be done because we are
colored."
The first demand calls for the New
York Athletic Club (N1 1C) to cease
practicing alleged segregation. This request appears to have teeth, since
athletes and sports writers contend
neither Negroes or Jews have ever
been lodged in the NYAC dorm during
events held at Madison Square Garden.
Barring of all -white teams from
Southern Rhodesia and South Africa
from further Olympic competition is
asked in the second demand. Neither
of these two countries has fared well
in the Olympics. They probably never
will until they reject their narrow
white supremacy philosophy and have
their Negro athletes join them in international competition.
But then they ask that individual
profesal and amateur athletes
from these same two countries be barred from further competition in America. These individuals cannot be held
accountable for the attitude of their
governments.
The third demand insists an additional Negro coach he added to the
Olympic coaching staff. This flat demand does not even ask that the new
coach be inspirational, talented, or
fair-minded. just as long as he is a
Negro.
Lomax and Edwards also demand at
least one Negro be placed on the
Olympic Committee. A reasonable request. The Olympic Committee should
consider having all races represented
because of the international nature of
The Games.
But it Inas been indicated by the
athletes thud Jesse Owens. one of the
greatest Olympic stars of all time. is
not acceptable for membership on the
Olynnnpic
lllll nittee. Why? Perhaps
because Owens recently exercised his
right of expression to criticize and oppose this saint! proposed boycott.
Finally. Lomax and Edwards tell its
the Negro athletes demand that the
U.S. Olympic Committee. of all bodies,
reinstate Muhammed Ali (Cassius
Clay) as heavyweight champion of the
world.
Why ask the Olympic Committee to
reinstate Clay. who is a professional
boxer? You don’t ask a body representing amateur athletes to reinstate a
pro’s old title.
However. Negro leaders may ask
several of their finest athletes to pass
up the experience of a lifetime. Com
petition in the Olympic Games could
substantially enhance the Negro cause.

If prime Negro athletes are asked to
make such a sacrifice, their spokesmen
had better start channeling their efforts. and demands, along more clearly realistic and constructive lines.
Without fine athletes. and peraons.
Mei] as Tommie Smith and Lee Evans.
America probably won’t emerge victorious in the conning Olympic Games.
That really isn’t very important. The
crucial issue is this, unless the proposed boycott is guided by more rational
demands. many of ,America’s best athletes will be sacrificed in vain. W.C.

Ehh ?
By BOB KENNEY

"Stop the world! I
want to get off!"

"Stop the world! I
want to get onl"

Thrust and Parry

oped in recent years."
"Look," said one man. "rse got a contract with Dooilly Toy C patty to push
100,000 ‘genuine scaled -to-size army machine guns’, and I need a theme."
"Me too," moaned another. "I’ve got an
account to help put a goldplattd, diain
mond-studded doorstop in tNI fl. I

America. I need a theme!"
"I’ve got it!" The pacing

Wall

looked

up and his eyes began to shine. "It’s a
totally original idea!"

’We Must Question Power Structure’
’Free Expression Means
No Political Pressures’
Editor:
To become a reality, non-violent change
brought about by the free expression of
thought has a requirement. The removal of
all political pressures on campus, except financial, is the sole method which ensures that
expression. Separation of political pressures
on the American campus must be as complete
as the historic break between church and
state.
Freedom of speech is not taken from any
opinion of the public via adoption of a "no
recruiters on campus" policy. Presently, policy
amounts to governmental subsidy in office
space to private business. A free enterprise
alternative for recruiters is seen in the renting of nearby off-campus space.
The American intellectual has a vital role
in our way of life. That role is seen as governmental policy-critic; it is to challenge, to
demand clarification of policy, and to suggest
alternatives to society at large. Thus, the
intellectual’s role is that of the prophets in
Biblical timesto question the power structure.
Only the complete removal of political pressures from the academic communityadministrators. faculty, and students alike- will ensure this most vital freedom of expression
and function of the critic in a therrno-nuclear
age.
Russ Sommers. A4223

’What’s Really Happening
And Who Holds Strings?’
Editor:
I’m scared! A school administrator has the
power, then doesn’t have it. Students have a
voice but, in fact, don’t have a voice. Police
are not brutal but, in fact, are brutal.
What is really happening and who holds
the strings? Reagan releases a statement
using the ugly word riot and millions of
Americans know exactly what happened in
San Jose, Calif. on Seventh St. Remarkable!
Sen. Bradley demands the removal of Dr.
Clark and states that the entire movement Is
based in Berkeley. This original assumption
by Bradley, says in effect that the people
of SJS are incapable of formulating a logical
and moral decision of their own.
A newscast on channel 5 gives a 3-minute
report of an entire day’s demonstration and
devotes half this report to the only violent
aspect, an unwarranted attack by a few Hell’s
Angels.
I’m scared. Does this brand of reporting
give adequate coverage to the true discourse
that was taking place, or does one call this
sensationalism?
What is evident? Suppression, fantastic
power completely removed from the people,
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communication that is only one-way, an uninformed power structure that toys with our
reality and the reality of today.
I’m scared but not running scared. I intend
to make the transition. Yes, it is happening,
just look around you and open your eyes,
clear your ears, and expose your heal t.
John I,, Freitas, A8646

’Students Given Privilege
To Attend This College’
Editor:
So 2500 students feel Dow has the "right"
to recruit on this campus. I wonder if the
2500 think of themselves as possessing the
"right" to be on this campus?
Students are given a privilege to attend
this college; we have no "right." I hope that
the 2500 realize that Dow likewise has a
privilege to be here; it is not a right.
The difference between right and privilege
is apparently not known by those individuals.

Albert Vogel, A 125111

’Some Need a Sweeping
Moral Purpose to II eep’
Editor:
Recently 62 people died a terrible death.
An airplane crashed and the awesome simplicity of death overtook a number of living
beings.
It reminds me of something I saw on television. A criminal was to be executed, a man
who’d concentrated petty hates and frustrations into an act of violence. At the moment
it was to take place, a woman who was strongly opposed to it, who had never known the

man, fell to the ground in a burst of tears
and grief.
I wonder if this woman, who reacted so
passionately to the death of a man whose life
was lived in such opposition to the ideals
she was convinced were true, wept as deeply
for the 62. I doubt it. There is no glory in
their deaths, no sweeping moral purpose to
weep for.
A woman, sodden with drink, falls asleep
in bed while smoking. She is burnt over the
whole of her body, 95 per cent of it third degree.
In front of a college administration building a group of students, angry and violent,
carry their conscience and humanity around
on a placard displaying a photograph of a
horribly mutilated individual. By .doing this
they claim they display their concern and
feelings for humanity. Yet they have forgotten, worse yet, never known a lonely
woman.
A young woman, upset by the policies of
the American government, sets herself aflame,
and dies. Three young children and a bewildered husband are left.
Two cars collide and seven futures become
would-have-beens. The woman would never
know the survivors, would never know those
who had lost their friends and family. She
would never comfort them. Would she have
if she had lived? I doubt it, What purpose
would it have served?
An infant is brought to a hospital, its entire
body covered with diaper rash. Its parents
would call themselves hippies and would be
truly proud of their achievements towards
love and soul fulfillment. Such achievements
have they made.
I weep for the 62.

James D. Ass-a, A1810

The others looked up hopefully.
"See," Inc continued. "We tie it in with
gifts to celea basic emotional response
brate somebody’s birthday!" And he
p
led the table for emphasis making
all the butts jump out of the ashtrays.
"Yeah." 60111Vollit Clits- added. "Toss in
s ttttt e religion, too. You know, make it
Ci%r people hope for peace anti
goodwill, or something like that."

"Peate and

gooths ill

Another said.

"Isn’t that kind of far-out in today’s
world." lie glanced at s
magazines
laying on the desk which advertised stor-

ies on: Vietnam, OeGaidle and the GreekTurkey dispute. "I mean." be added. "Do
you think i>" 1111’ is ill go for it?"
"They’ll love it." Said the pacing man.
"I think wt-’se’ found a weak spot in the
average COOSOIllfr.
"I just happcned to remember," said
another. ’1.% asn’t there s
kind of idea
like this %ay -back -alien? About God bee lllll ing man and giving men hope for

peace and goodu ill?’’
And they all sat there in the almost and thought snit each felt dim
dark
echoes of just -ii, ii a story being told
them when they stew :tottitger."
"Confirmed." Said the paving man.
"We’ve got a theme." And the
tary
spell was broken and then each went out
thinking him he could tie this wonderful
theme into the products he was pushing."
"And this," muttered the old philosophy
professor, "is how the future will restore
God and peace and good will to Christmas
... almost."

Guest Room

Letters From Singapore on Vietnam War
EDITOR’S NOTE: The following letters were writto the editor of the Spartan Daily by George
N. Siculer, professor of civil engineering, currently
on leave from SJS. He is now in Singapore, acting
as Ford Foundation Consultant on Water Resources to Singapore Polytechnic.
By GEORGE NI l SICULAR
Nov. 8
Dear Sir:
You may be interested in opinions held
by Singaporeans about American involvement in Vietnam. I u ill try to cons ey to
you the gist of what I have gleaned from
discussions with many people here during
the past five months.
Almost everyone agrees that Communist
subversion is real and goes on continually.
Chinese language primary and secondary
schools have been used widely by Communiets in efforts to indoctrinate the dilldren. There in no doubt about the source
of funds for this situ it’.,
Most people here ha, e expressed fear
of an American %id:oh:mai fr
Vietnam.
They belies e that this would he interpreted as a 1:onmitettist ictory. Also, they
believe resources could then he shunted
hi’ the Communists tee Thailand, Malaysia
and Singapore- for increased subversive
efforts.
Most locals (ho not like the way in which
ten

we Americans seek to manipulate smaller
countries. l’hey do not wish to be bought
or intimidated.
They would like us to slop issuing hypocritical statements and he honest enough
to SIS that we are in Vietnam to protect
American interests of real and or imaginary nature.
iii, regard to aid, they wonder why
we can afford to spend an much in Vietnam on war in
year as we will spend
in Ill for economic development. They
are truly afraid of economic devastation
by all great powers.
in conclitsion, my feelings have been
changed since may arrival in South East
Asia, from those of a confused "Dove"
to those of one who is ready to admit that
our guilt must be shared by our opponents.
However, I am still confused, and have
no ideas about how the war can be ended
without agreement by the three villains -China, Russia, and the United States.
*
*
*
Nov. 13
Dear Sir:
Since my leiter last week, Mr. Lee Kuan
Yew, Prime Minister of Singapore, has
made sclera’ speeches.

From thone speedier, delivered during
the past week, one can deduce the following:
I. He fears, profoundly, the intervention of major powers into this area in
such a nianner as tel force cads of the
local nations to choose sides.
2. He is afraid that Indonesia and possibly Maraysia under different leallernhip,
may seek to annex Singapore. He is definitely afraid that arms. destined originally
’sm, may be used, at
to ward off C
a later date, for aggressive purposes.

3. While regretting the extend and manner of our commitment in Vietnam, he
feels we must now persevere until a negotiated peace is obtained, lie is frightened
at the thought of an impatient U.S.A.
either withdrawing or escalating in such
a way as to bring China arid or Russia
into the fray.
4 He is not, at this time, looking for
U.S. aid in arias or otherw ise, lie would
like American investments. Aid will come
to them from the I i inumitnwe-,elth.’Invest.
menus f
entreprenetars come from all
over the world.
This, in brief, is my impression of the
position of the [’riffle Nlinister of Siliga
pore.

Clark ’Unfit for Position’ Says CAR
The Conunittee for Academic
Responsibility ((’AR) is echoing
Senator Clark Bradley’s view
that Pres. Robert D, Clark is
"unfit for his position and should
be ousted from it."
In a h.t!cr to the SJS president,
Dr. M. 0. Moore, a Los Gatos
physician anti CAR chairman, discussed "a series of catastrophic
events at SJS" which he feels Dr.
Clark "as president of this institution is finally responsible."
Moore’s letter cited "needless
expense to the city, county and
state through the presence of
police in large numbers."

CAR contends pollee presence
was "needless because the riot
could have been prevented had
administrative decisions about
Dow Chemical’s recruiting activities been made before the appearance of Dow representatives on the campus."
Dr. Moore also noted that John
Thorne, who was defense attorney
for those involved in the Oct.
10 anti - Marine demonstration,
"played an active role directly in
your (Dr. Clark’s) presence" during last Tuesday’s demonstration
near the Administration Building.
"Though this man (Thorne) is

"Sizzling"
"Good"
Try our gigantic Spartan Cheeseburger. It’s made
with fresh ground chuck, lettuce and tomatoes.

neither a student nor faculty
member, you raised no question
about his intervention in the meeting in which you took part,"
Moore’s letter said.
In a news release accompanying
copies of Moore’s letter, CAR
"maintains that Clark, who was
aware of the explosive potential
of the Dow Chemical Company
visitation to campus, should have,
as college president, been present
to properly assume full command
from the outset."
The CAR release said that while
Dr. Clark conferred with Dow in
advance of their campus visit
"Clark, nevertheless, absented himself inadvertently, if not deliberately, from the campus in face of
a mounting crisis."
Dr. Clark spent 10 days in the
Dominican Republic surveying SJS’
contribution to the Agency for International Development’s (AID)
educational improvement program.
Purpose of the trip was to judge
the program’s effectiveness to decide if SJS should continue its
support of AID.
CAR’s release says "Clark reportedly took off on a Junket to
the Dominican Republic to observe a college program in which

To top it off we cover this delicious ground round

SJS has an interest."
Dr. Clark returned last Tuesday to participate in an open
dIseteodon with some 2,100 students who had gathered outside
the Administration Building regarding the presence of Dow
C h e In I e a l’s representative on
campus.
As of yesterday’s deadline, Dr.
Clark had no comment regarding
either Dr. Moore’s letter or the
CAR news release.
Dr. Moore’s letter also cited
"fighting among students, injury
to a professor, intentional damage
to state property by students, student failure to obey dispersal orders, disruption of classes through
riotous activity, arrests of 12 students, inconvenience and danger to
passersby, and student derision
and insulting of police."

Grad Interviews

Anti -War Class Discussion
May Cost Half -Day’s Pay

buns. Try a sizzling Spartan cheeseburger today.
Don’t forget our convenient take home service.

c’partait

ibude

150 East
San Carlos St.

292-2840

(Continued from Page 1)
one by a Y.R. who attended and
took notes.
Names of the four students are
being withheld on Dr. Brooks’ request so that there will be no
question of prejudice against them,
on his part, during grading.
Brooks is a member of Professors Against the War (PAW)
which sponsored the "Teach
Week." PAW claims an active
membership of 30 and signatures
of support from an additional 150
faculty members._
During the week of Oct. 16-20
more than a dozen PAW members
held "informal classes" on the
lawn adjoining the Cafeteria and
invited interested students to attend. PAW’s expoused purpose was
to discuss Vietnam in a relevant
context to course material.
The Y.R. complaint charges that
he failed to do this in his three
undergraduate American History
classes during "Teach Week," and
made no attempt to do so.
The complaint states that he
conceded to those attending his
classes that he had no intention
of discussing specific aspects of
the Vietnam issue as they pertain
or are analogous to his course material.
On this last fact Brooks and the
Y.R.’s more or less agree. But he
maintains that his subsequent
presentation of the Vietnam issue
was relevant to his course.
"Understanding of history involves the interplay between past

(corner of Fourth St.)

This is your chance,
Student #7026941.
Drink Sprite and be
somebody.
MR .BIS
Take heart. Take a dime.
Then take a bottle of Sprite
from the nearest pop
machine.
Suddenly it’s In
your hand. Cold.
Biting. Tart and
tingling. You
cackle fiendishly
and rub your hands
together. (You
should; they’re
probably chilled to
the bone by now.)
You tear off to a
corner, alone, but
within earshot of
your fellows.

Let SILVA Care For Your Car
needs. Also, Silva
will "Winterize" and protect your car against the winter
ahead.

Allow Silva to fill your automotive

Luise

Anti -Freeze

CHAMBERS BROTHERS

PINK FLOYD

ARLO GUTHRIE

COUNTRY JOE & FISH

H. P. LOVECRAFT

DOORS

CLEAR LIGHT

CHOCOLATE
WATCHBAND
13th FLOOR ELEVATORS

CREAM

RITCHIE HAVENS

KALEIDOSCOPE

BUFFALO SPRINGFIELD

FRED NEIL

HOURGLASS

COMING SOON

STRANGE DAYS

BEATLES
AIRPLANE
QUICKSILVER
STEVE MILLER
STONES

[

CARRYING CASES
FROM
SI.49

OPEN
MON.-FRI.
9:30 a.m.-9 p.m.

BY

THE DOORS

ALL SINGLES
OLDNEWPOPSOUL
86c
New Beatles New

NOW WITH THIS AD
2.49
THIS OFFER EXPIRES
TUES. DEC. 5

NEW
CREAM
ALBUM

DISCORAMA RECORDS
227 S. FIRST STREET PH. 286-5837

$3.29

OPEN
SAT..)’) a.m.-6:30 p.m.
SUN. -9:30 a.rn.-7 p.m.

OCT IV Ale

Cliff’s Naxos

Cliff’s Notes help you when you
need it most: (1) When you bog
down and can’t understand a reading assignment. (2) When you need
clear, concise interpretation and
explanation in reviewing for an
exam. Get the Cliff’s Notes habit.
You’ll gain a greater appreciation
of literature - and you’ll earn better
grades.

only S1

Alignment
Wheel

Balance

Complete Brake Work

SILVA SERVICE

295-8963

Late for Class? We’ll Park if for You. Low Rates.

At:
your local
Thrifty Drug Store.

Stones

reg. 4.79

poinT wiTh

America’s Most Wanted Study Aids
Over 150 Titles

Tune-Up

78 S. 011 St.

LARGE SELECTION

(Continued from Page 1)
stone, release editor of the Daily
Californian, pointed out that Heyns
wants the student members of the
new board to represent the entire
political spectrum of the student
Senate.
This means, she explains, those
students probably will not vote In
a block, while the administration’s
representatives will be united in
their vote.

EflITE, SO TART AND
TINGLING. WE JUST COULDN’T
KEEP IT QUIET,

students for
Expertly +ening
35 years at 1th and San Fernando.

and present," says Dr. Brooks.
"Discussion of Vietnam is within
the bounds of discourse of social
science classes.
"This probably wouldn’t be happening if I had prefaced my remarks with something like: ’Today
we are talking about Henry David
Thoreau and civil disobedience
and that brings us to Dow Chemical Company.’"
Professors Wheeler, Burns, and
Moorhead, in deciding against
Brooks, found that he violated
Academic Council policy that
states:
"The teacher is entitled to freedom in the classroom in discussing
his subject, but he should not introduce into his course controversial matter which is not an integ- 1
ral part of the subject."
Dr. Wheeler says that Brooks’
proposed penalty is designed to be
about as severe as a traffic ticket.
Brooks says that it violates academic freedom and he will appeal
if it is carried out.

IA, to ilt,)rcinine whether industrial recruiters have a place on
college campuses, Wrede said.
"The policy toward recruiters
and job information should be determined by debate and vote of
the faculty and students, not by
threats and violence of a small
group of individuals." he said.
Dr. Wrede praised President
Clark’s leadership during the dem,
onstrations.
"Pres’lent Clark showed an
ability to be objective, to rise
above immediate emotions and
look for long range solutions
which provide justice. He is fully
aware that while force may momentarily stop a disturbance it
never provides a solution of the
underlying causes," he said.

U. C. Chancellor
Hit For Berkeley
Budget Decision

And then? And then? And then you unleash it.
SPRITE! It fizzes! It roars! It bubbles with
good cheer!
Heads turn. Whisperings. "Who’s that strangely
fascinating student with the arch smile.And what’s
in that curious green bottle that’s making such
a racket?"
And you’ve arrived’ The distinctive taste and
ebullient character of Sprite has set you apart.
body, uh...uh, whoever -you -are.
You’re s

GET YOUR CAR
READY FOR WINTER

Condemned
In Anti -War Protests

An estimated $100 damage was
caused by a bedroom fire in the
Delta Gamma house, 360 E. Reed
Street, at 5:30 p.m, Tuesday, acrii.
The Ass,s’i.it till of
cording to Tony Sapena, fire chief
State College Professors (ACSC
of District Two,
Chief Sapena said the fire has condemned violence, by both
originated in a wastebasket "prob- demonstrators, and police.
ably from a cigarette or an
This violence mars the academic
emptied ashtray." It then burned atmosphere in which the rights of
a lamp cord above the basket,
are rescorched the rug, ceiling, wall and Individuals and groups
spected and in which points of
a chest of drawers.
Beth Walker, one of the room’s view can be freely advocated, says
occupants, said she and her room- ACSCP.
mates, Ella Wilson and Judy
"Peaceful demonstration with
Earle were not in the room when respect for the rights of those who
the fire began. "Some girls walk- do not agree with the demonstraing by on the way to dinner saw tion is appropriate, but distortion
It and turned in the alarm."
of reason is not," said Dr. Robert
Six fire engines and 25 men Wrede, president of the SJS,
arrived at the house, but the fire ACSCP.
Students who plan to be gradu- had already been halted by dinThe more rational approach to
ated in June may make appoint- ner hashers who used coats and symbols of an unpopular war,
ments Monday, Dec. 4 for the first extinguishers to stop the blaze.
napalm and Dow Chemical, would
week in Christmas vacation, Dec.
18-23. Next Thursday, appointments may be made for unreSHOP NOW FOR CHRISTMAS FROM OUR
served openings during the week
of Dec. 11-15.
NOW IN STOCK
NEW ALBUMS

Action Pending
with melted pasturized cheese and soft fresh
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DG House Blaze
Draws 25 Firemen; By ACSCP
Hashers Stop Fire Violence

Towne & King sweater shirt
In swinging fall colors ... $16
New on the scene and terrific for fall campus wear! A switch from
the plain basic sweater, a little more jaunty and fashionable with
polo collar and button placket. Designed by Towne and King in
warm lambs wool in your favorite colors.
Play Pigskin Parlay . $6.000 in prizes Get your
card at any Grodins store. No purchase necessary.

G-F2,01DINO
VALLEY FAIR
SAN ANTONIO CENTER
SHOP BOTH STORES MON. SAT. NIGHTS
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Army ROTC Rangers ’Lead the Way’
By TIM CLARK
spartan Daily Start Writer
’flame’s an old army saying at the Fort Kenning, Ga.,
Army Infantry School that
the Rangers. "lead the way."
Nlany cadets of the SJS
Army IIOTC Ranger pro41
gram might haye quest’
the practicality of this fato
me. motto us they started
their descent down the face
of Alton Hock, while practicing the art of rappelling
’scaling mountains with the
aid of ropes.)

tAtj:

Strictly a voluntary organization, the Ranger program
was initiated this semester
by a new member of the
Science Department.
itary
Major Paul Chalmers, a W e -t
Point Graduate of ’959. and
a product of the Fort lien
ning Ranger School.
Major Chalmers came to
let
S.’S after serying in
\ ant as battalion adisor of
an infantry unit, and platoon
leader in a riot control unit
in Panama. Ile appears
young, full of ideas for an
exciting program, and has
the flair and confidence you
could expect from a Ranger.
The Rangers meet ott alternate Saturdays for a mornphysical aetiing filled
it. So far this ,eniester the
Rangers hale bad a lot of
physical conditioning. They
11,1%e learned and praetked
teel
plc- of patrolling. selfaid and first -aid, tiand-tohand combat, suryival, and of
course 6rappelling’.
Physical training is the
major part of the program.
Major Chalmers states Kiat
the program does prove fairII
ly challenging for most cathts, but added, "a Ranger
doesn’t have to be a super-

Self-defense is stressed in the Ranger program.

all

Rappelling is part of becoming a Ranger. You must be able to descend a sheer
cliff with only the aid of ropes.

While the Ranger program
is new to SJS, it is well established on many college campuses. It was noted by Major
Chalmers that Army ROTC
prOgrallIt4 that have a voluntary Ranger program usually
rate higher in summer training camp.
One of the major goals of
the program is to build enthusiasm for Army ROTC.
If the exciting air and exuberance displayed by the
Rangers as they lined up for
another turn at rappelling is
any indication, then it would
seem dm program is initially meeting with success.

Cadet instruction in hand-to-hand combat is closely supervised.
Photos by
Larry Jamison and Jim Koski

‘.7444.11tit

Confidence plays an important role in Ranger activities.

Major Paul Chalmers, left, Army ROTC Ranger advisor, believes in personally showing his volunteers the right way to become Rangers.

Team work makes the Ranger program highly efficient.
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Pianist in Concert Sunday

All Women’s Council Sees Need
For Campus -Wide Cooperation
The All Women’s Council,
composed of representatives
from 26 women’s organizations
on campus, met yesterday to
find ways of creating more
campus -wide cooperation in developing special activities for
SJS coeds.
Thirteen representatives attendeJ, including Maryanna
Clark, president of Associated

The council was formed la a
year as an exploratory vehicle
to see if at need for such a group
existed. "We decided it did,"
says Dean Tomes. Over the summer, several women active in
student government met with

Women Students (AWS); Dean
Cornelia Tomes, associate dean
of student services and activities; and Miss Berniece Ryan,
assistant housing director and
adviser to the group, were also
present.
The participants mentioned
the need for cooperation of all
campus women’s groups in order to include as many women
students as possible in this year’s
Women’s Week, The theme of
the event, sponsored by AWS,
will be "Up With Women."
Every woman student on campus is a member of AWS,
whose job it is to establish, in term at and enforce women’s
standards and social regulations.
"At one time, AWS did involve
all the women on the campus,"
says Dean Tomes. "Now, it has
become involved mainly in limited, special activities. We reach
so few women by depending
solely on

Yuletide Carols
SJS College Glee Clubs will
feature Christmas carols from
around the world in their annual presentation, "An Evening
of Christmas Music," tonight at
8:15 in Concert Hall.
Director Brent Heisinger, associate professor of music, has
also selected two sixteenth century Spanish carols to be sung
by the Glee Club Chamber Sing em, a group selected from the
two glee clubs.
The program includes music
composed by Vaughan Williams,
Randall Thompson. Handel,
Francis Poulenc, and Kirke Mechem,
Soloists will be Clayton Freeman, Daniel Mills, Richard Nel-

DEAN CORNELIA TOMES
...wants more activities
her to develop a tentative program.
The group includes honor,
service and special interest women’s organizations and organized women’s living groups. It
Provides "a broad group of
women who can react to AWS
proposals for standards and social regulations," according to
the dean. "The participants can
make suggestions and help formulate regulations. It will
strengthen the right of women
students to choose the policies
under which they will live."

In addition, "the cooperative
organizations can develop programs which the groups could
not provide singly. The participants can sound Out new ideas
for women’s activities."
The council hopes to combat
the anonymity created by enrollment growth at SJS, according to Dean Tomes. "Many of
the women commute, and their
opportunities for involvement
are few unless they involve
themselve, with student government ta join an organization."
She puirds out, moreover, that
approximately 3,000 women students are over 21, and 2,000 are
over 29.
"A little over half of our
women students do not fit the
characteristics of the traditional
undergraduate coed. We need
additional pi ograms for these
women."
In other actions at the meeting, Alpha Larnba Delta, freshman women’s honorary organization, expressed desire to present
women’s dormitories with
"studying" signs for doors. Reaction to the proposal was favorable,
The group expressed hopes to
print an informational booklet
to be distributed to coeds during registration.
It was also suggested that
each women’s group could donate money to buy items for the
new College Union. There was
a proposal to invite foreign
women students to speak before
the group, and to offer more
support to foreign organizations
on campus.
The group will meet again in
January.

SAVE--SAVE--SAVE $
The Coin-Op Car Wash
Cars
Vans
Cycles

New 71/2 Minute Time Cycle
Normal Motor Wash
only 50c
Commercial Coin-Op Car Wash

- 294-6308
Open 24 hrs.

1090 N. 9th
Special Rates To Groups

son, Warren Brown, Candice
Alson, and Louise Beresforcl.

A young Japanese plants,
Miss Mk Onishi, who performed
E1111,1,,s
,,,t Japtama
betid’t
is It IA tea1/.111.11
,a
:i pin. in Con Sl111,1:1
tier! liall tar the Pacific Neighbors betietii concert.
Pacific Neighbors is the spoil
ng organization for San Jose.,
-1,ter-city programs with Ok:i.0ria, Japan and San Jose.
Costa Rica. Proceeds from tn.’
bent fit will go foi the exchange
program.
Tickets may be purchased at
talent Busithe door ur at the
a: is $1 for
ness Office. Ad:::,

Ccurtes,, tvh.rcur

fantasia, but definitely not a dream world,
PEER GYNT A
will open tonight at 8:15 p.m. in the College Theater. Symbolism
and allegory play in the action, which moves from Norway to
Africa and back, in such unlikely places as a Cairo madhouse,
the Sahara, and the hall of the Troll King, in Norway. James Hubbard, left, will portray Peer; Kathy Tempel, center, will play Solveig, and Randall Wright will play Nils

STAMP
OUT
HUNGER!

Re -live the exciting highlights of
the previous week’s game between
the Spartans and Brigham Young.
Featuring Don Hayward and Coach
Harry Anderson with special guests.

-ihL

arc

Each on",
complete meal

a

14 545 S.r2nd St.
Parking

Steak louse

SATURDAYS, PRECEDING THE NCAA GAME OF THE WEEK KINITVO

CHAPEL OF RECONCILIATION
300 S. 10th St.
T

BAHA’l FIRESIDES
=---

LINE-UP FOR
SPARTAN FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS
SATURDAYS
ON

1 v Olt . . .
Small Steak $1.35
Round Steak $1.35
Steak Sandwich on
French Pread $1.25
Jumbo Burger on
French Bread .85

co

CO

SUNDAY:
9:15 a.m. Morning
Worship
5:30 p.m. Eucharist
(supper following)

Monday: 15101 National Ave. Los Gatos 8 P.M.
Tuesday: 1050 South Twelfth z..77A S.J. 8 P.M.
Wednesday: 15101 National Ave. Los Gatos 7:30 P.M.
Thursday: 881 Daffodil Drive S.J. 8 P.M.
Friday: 232 South Tenth 42 S.J. 8 P.M.
Saturday: 2576 Suisun Ave. S.J. 8 P.M.
Sunday: 1028 Mellott Drive S.J. 8 P.M.

7’ran4cendentai Meditation
00

Phone: 248-5081
All WelcomeRefreshmentsNc

Lecture By ... DR. ROBERT SCOTT

I

MISS AIKO ONISHI

WORSHIP THIS WEEK
Begin with the .Inswer CC
That Whieil Is Be)-(mil Theology

,

THURSDAY:
4 p.m. Eucharist
Open daily
8 a.m.-I0 p.m.

Collections

EXPONENT AND PRACTITIONER OF TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION

Montgomery Theatre

8 p.m. Monday, Dec. 14th
Donation: No Admission Charge

SPARTAN A’‘ TRI

(Civic Auditorium)

Market St. at San Carlos

FIRST IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH AND STUDENT CENTER
Missouri Synod
Lutheran Church

"Are
Christians
Inherently
Sick?"

374 South 3rd Street

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 3
9:45 a.m.SEMINAR"What if God"
5:45 p.m.FORUMRosemary Griffin with color slides of her "College
Briefing Study Cruise" around the world last summer.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 9
tiokets dill
8:00 p.m.Annual Christmas Banquet at Original Joe’s
per person.
$S
available,

A. J. Brommer, Pastor 292-5404

Services: 11 a.m.

Antonio

Chapel of Reconciliation
Tenth anal San Carlos

Dr. Clarence R. Sands,
Pastor
Berry Keiser,
Minister to Collegians

College Dept. (Spartan Tri-C)
Morning Seminar
9:45 a.m.
Forum
5:45 p.m. Evening
Meets at TriC Bldg., 3rd & San

Antonio

OPEN HOUSE PARTY
FRIDAY DECEMBER 1
9 P.M. -1 A.M.
FEATURING

Mon., Tues., Thurs.
11:40 P.M.
Fri.
Sunday Mass 5 P.M.

it. Daily Mass
4$

Staff

4 P.M. $

ADMISSION PRICE
$1.00 PER COUPLE

Experimental Service In Meditation

Father L. Largente

(Student led)
Campus Pastor: Don Emmel

Sister M. Antoinette

295-1771

Phone 298-0204

are wider the United
’Ary of the United Church of
Ministry and a united
Christ it:ongregational I, the Disciples of Christ and the
United Presbyterian Church for the San Jose State College
Campus,

Thew gen ice,

Mr. Sheldon Tracy

79 S. Fifth St.

"THE MERCHANTS"

PRESBYTER! \N

Father D. Fosselman

Zt.

UNITED CHURCH OF
DISCIPLES OF CHRIST

10 A.M. Seminar
6 P.M. Student Supper 150c)
8 A.M. Midnight Daily

2nd & San

ON CAMPUS
WORSHIP

R. Nicholus, Vicar

CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER

All Students Welcome

Fil*S1 Ba1/11S1 C11111T11
Worship
11:30 & 11 a.m. Morning
Service
7 p.m. Evening

NEWMAN

INTER-VARSITY
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

STUDY CENTER
LOUNGE
RECREATION
FACILITIES
SUNDAY STUDENT
ACTIVITIES

For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

3rd & San Antonio

College Discussion Group
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m

Location
1325. 10th Street
Time
7:30 p.m., Dec. I, 1967

College Student Center
10th & San Fernando

God is, whether one feels able to call him God or not, ihe inescap
able factor in every human action. He stands at the end of every road
a man may set out to travel by. Flight from him is merely another form
of running towards hint and falling into Isis hands

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and II a.m.
2 Blocks From Campus

Discussion led by
Cordell Koland

THE NEW
WINESKIN

1

REFRESHMENTS & LIVE BAND
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME

THAT’S THIS FRIDAY NIGHT AT
79 S. 5th STREET
9 P.M. -1 A.M.

eme
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liallreilltS ()HIV

$2.00
Ladies Neck Trim
$1.00

2

9 a.m.-6
Monday -Saturday

RAY’S
BARBER
SHOP

4

s,

Hs’iday Best
h Set Frwr,

Shampoo/Set

3.50

Style Cuts

2.50

3rti

Sao Carlos
(arrows froni
Hamburgers)
’I ltitiltlIuIIlIlltlllluIIIUIlIi

294-4086

52 S. 4th

Moderne Drug Co.
Professional Pharmacists
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner

C?EN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293.7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

WEEKEND SPECIAL

Wondering
Where To Eat
Tonight?

Cagers ’Break’ Tonight
justed to the fast break offense
By DENNIS .ANSTINE
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
that Clines initiated last year.
SJS’ shi sot ing was especially
Greatly improved in shooting
and more experienced on the fast sharp in the second half against
the Alums as they hit ill per cent.
break, Sparta’s sarsity cagers Forward Coby Dietrick made 22
open their 25 game schedule to- points and letterman Don McConnight against the Univer..ity us nell displayed an improved shootArizona at Tucson. Coach Danny ing eye by meshing 20.
Glinesis not worried about his
Glines’ Spartans will battle Arizona State tomorrow evening at shooting with both guard Steve
McKean and Center Jim Meyer
Tempe.
By topping the Alumni 94-84 capable of averaging in the double
last Tuesday, the Spartans dis- figures along with Dietrick and
played that they have finally ad- ’McConnell, but he has had some

Gymnasts Open Season;
Coppola Star Headliner
Tony Coppola and Cl. will
launch the 1967-68 gymnastic camL
paign tomorrow at the annual
Sacramento State Invitational.
Coppola, a senior, has been a
mainstay in the SJS gymnastic
pretwv for three y *ars. Ile holds
the school mark for the all-around
scoring record, amassing 52.5
points competing on the rings,
horse, long horse, parallel bars,
horizontal bars and floor exercise.

FROM EUROPE

’Un- Angelo’s

CHARTER

72 E. Santa Clara

JET FLIGHTS
One Way

Free Parking at 38 S. 3rd Street

August 3, 1968

Salad, baked potato,
garlic bread

NEW
YORK

STEAK
RIB. EYE

Bakmus
Flower Shop

Paris to San Francisco

FREE Glass of Milk With Your Steak

$2.25
$1.35

Salad, baked potato,
bread and butter

HS TOEUASKE
ANGELO’S
ahare .,(holetnediclitti ,VifyriteJ

I troubled thoughts about his club’s
defense.
"We are an inexperienced team
with only three seniors, so we will
have defensive problems for
awhile," Glines said. "We are just
not aggressive enough as we play
a bit too relaxed."
SHARP OFFENSE
The Spartans have looked good
on offense though, as they have
played together as a team rather
than five individuals. The screening of Meyer and McConnell gave
Dietrick and trio other forwards
several good shots against a surprisingly strong Alumni ream.
The two Arizona clubs will be
totgh teams to open with as they
were last year when SJS earned
a split in Spartan Gym. Arizona
dumped SJS 79-68 in the opener,
but the Spartans rebounded for a
66-62 win over ASU the following
night.
Lie ranks in thc top 15 all-around
Arizona has lout only one starter
gymnasts in the country.
off of last year’s club and have
Also competing for the Spartan picked up some good sophomores
varsity tomorrow night will be and J.C. transfers.
Doug Hills, a sophomore, and senDEVIL AC’ES
ior Gene Sincich.
Rill Davis, a 6-7 forward who
Traveling to the Sacto Invitaaveraged 15.4 last year, and Dick
tional from the neigh squad are
Root, who shot 8.3 per game as
Steve Fletcher in floor exercise,
a forward, will be the Sun Devils
Joe Sweeny on horizontal bra’ and
top shooters.
Jim Turpin on trampoline.
Letterman Mike Korclik will go
Coach Clair Jennett expects at center, with Mickey Foster and
tough competition at the meet Roland Stamps at guard. Foster
from California, San Fernando averaged 19.0 as a trash last ;ear,
Valley State, Stanford and host while Stamps hit 16.4 per game in
Sacto State.
junior college.
"Tony is even better than the
ASU boasts guard Roger Defter
past two years when he set rec- who shot 11.3 last year, and 6-11
ords for us," Jennett noted. "He center fob Edwards. Edwards
is set for a fine senior year."
averaged only 8.1 last year as a
sophomore but he led the team in
rebounds.
Meyer, Dietrick, McConnell, McKean, and Robin Durand will start
for Glines. Guard Tim Holman and
forward Dick Groves are the Spartan mentor’s top substitutes.
Flowers,
Corsages,
and
Bouquets

A limited number of spacos Is
available for students, staff,
and faculty of The California
State Colleges.

HELD OVER
3rd BIG WEEK
EXCLUSIVE
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SPECIAL SHOW
SUNDAY DEC. 3 AT 4 P.M.
PERSONS UNDER 21 WELCOME
MATINEE SHOW
THURS. & FRI.
5 TO 8 P.M.

SJSC Drama Dept.’s
Presentation of

ALSO

"DIAMOND JIM"
Two Complete Shows 7 & 9:10 p.m.

War- 7:30 & 10:30 p.m.

STARTS THURSDAY
DECEMBER 7th
EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
"An extraordinary film" I
NEW 9ORK TIMEX

WAR GAME

FEATURING
LAS VEGAS TYPE SHOWS
NO COVER CHARGE
50c DRAFT BEER
DURING SHOW TIME
COME TO
WHERE THE ACTION IS
COME TO
THE BRASS RAIL

& THE KARATS

292-6778
396 SOUTH FIRST ST.
SIDNEY POITIER
WITH LOVE"
"TO SIR,
plus
"WHO’S MINDING
THE MINT?"
DISCOUNT WITH ASR CARD
NOW PLAYING

alte4

948.5212

in

DOWNTOWN LOS ALTOS

17’’

Eric Soyer’s
II
The motion picture
for people over 18

Also
"Time Lost Time Remembered"

’4!

ALL THIS AND
NO COVER CHARGE

College Theatre
5th and San Fernando

AMATEUR NITE
EVERY WEDNESDAY

Curtain: 8:15
ASB Tickets-75c

LYKES $ elneis S MIS SIM
01111110fI5as t 515105

THE BRASS RAIL
Road, Near Lockheed

on
the
town

Peer qynt

FEATURING JIMMY MAMOU

160 Mt View Alves

40 Bassett St.

STUDIO

itatr

vANCSSA

NOV. 30 -DEC. 5

*Ran

BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.

E cc lu s, ye Northern
Ca Idarnla Engagement

NOW APPEARING

ai1/4

yet

Eichelbaum/
Examiner

622 Broadway 392 0807 Regular Show 9 00 P M. Improvised Show 11 CA P U.
N.ghtly Except Mon Sat. 8 30, 10 30 12 30 Minos Welcome. Student Discount

FASHION SHOW MON. through FRI. AT NOON

LESTEWS

Committee has
performed!"

gilt" (E,,iiitee.

THE
COASTERS

DO THIS NOW!

San Jose

THE ALL NEW IMPROVISED SATIRICAL REVUE

SHOWS TO COME

OVER 21?
NEED $5?

294-6535

"delightful...marvelously witty! Tim a most
alert. Clever and
funny material The

"The new Revue . . . is a howler:
funny, bright and a,,dacouI. . .
rn..iferful! . . . wild and delicious
. . a total success!"
Knickerbocker/Chronicle

AT THE BRASS RAIL

its history and is sparked by 6-10
center Jim Breeler and 6-5 forward Mike Douglas,
The Spartababes played a practice game against SJS’ junior varsity Tuesday, winning 91-79.
Coach Stan Morrison was
pleased with 6-7 center Darnell
Hillman, who scored 34 points, and
6-5 forward Buzz Nyquist, who
netted 21 and nlayed fine defense.

What To Do . . .

Where To Go . . .

PUS5YCAT GO’ GO

ttiatirt
rnOre
"litnane

106.5

FOLK MUSIC
SUNDAY 10 P.M.-12 P.M.

ART FILM MOVIE GUIDE

Taw&

Spartababe :agers officially open
their season tonight and tomorrow
against the Pleasanton Job Corps
Center and Laney College.
Both games are a 7 p.m. In the
Spartan Gym.
Laney has the toughest team in

gpi 9(

Large
Selection
of Christmas
Decorations
l0th & Santa Clara

Spartababe Cagers Face
Pleasanton, Laney College

BAGGOTT IS BACK
WITH HOOTENANNY ON

FARE: $225 ONE WAY
For information:
Office of international Programs The California State
Colleges, 1600 Holloway Avenue, San Francisco, California, 94132 14151 469-1044.

JIM MEYER ...strength at center

girvionali

Box Office Open 1-5 p.m.
Phone 294-6414
Ext. 2600

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmoiniathamaamommaimaiamamoaliainoimmiiittuumiiiimitiiiiiimoioainsi
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SPECIAL

STEAK
$1 99
DINNER
II r N.,

iterlude

II A SANTA (1000

SAN 105f
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The citptark
EDITOR’S NOTE: "The Sitzmark" will amwar each Friday
isms the latest ski and %%rather conditions and ski news.

Wrestling Tourney

Spartans Test Seven ’Rookies’

By CARY BENTJANIIN
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
If chsire is 90 per cent of winAll right, you ski bums and bunnies. PIM6lt waxing your ning, the SJS wrestling team can’
skis, winterize your car, get your ski rack in place and unpack Wilt tomortow’s 11th annual San
your ski togs. The ski season IS here.
Jose Invitational wrestling tournaAll major Sierra resorts will fire up their lifts this weekend ment in the Spartan Gym at noon.
to inaugurate the 1067-68 season, one week late.
If its not- -forget it.
With only a light covering of snow last %seek, prospects were The 1967-68 team is composed
dim for skiing this weekend until the first major blizzard of the of seven rookies. This is (torn a
winter blew in Wednesday.
total of 10 wrestlers.
Squaw will crank up its 22 lifts, including the new Riv iera The Spartans, however, do have
chair. Saturday, with three feet of snow at the lodge and five three things going for them by
feet on the Gold Coast and Broadway areas.
the names of L. Q. Starling, Loren
Alpine Meadows, next door to Squaw on Highway 80, reports Inter and Jim Bridger. These
three to five feet and will definitely open operations tomorrow. three men figure to carry most of
Down at South Tahoe’s spit. Heavenly
alley, operationj the weight of the Spartan attack,
were slated to get under way today with chairs 2.. 4. 5 running. according to coach Hugh Mumby.
According to yesterday’s reading at the Smith Shore resort, Starling, a 115-pounder, finthere was three feet of snow in the parking lot :mil five feet or ished fourth in the tourney last
year while Miller 1152 lbs.)
more on top.
Closer to home, Dodge Ridge opens tomorrow is itlu two feet wrestled to a first place finish in
’64 and third in ’65. Bridger 1167
of snow on its slopes.
lbs.) took third in his weight
Incline
Other ski areas, including Mt. Reba, Boreal Ridge.
class in 1965 also.
Village. Slide Mountain, Sugar Bowl and Mammoth Mountain
In all, 15 schools will be repre
all report good conditions and will be operating this weekend. sented including SJS. Mumby
The weatherman lists conditions for the weekend as "un- looks for last year’s tourney
champ, Cal Poly ISLO) to be the
stable." Partly cloudy skies are predicted for today but a new favorite with Fresno State, Caliesterday, ,may pose some fornia and Stanford challenging
storm, reportedly heading this a a
problems for mountain travelers.
with SJS.
In the early 60’s, the Spartans
Heavy snow war ps are posted on the Sierra highways with
Highway 50. The had a neck-hold on this tournasnow drifts piling up on Interstate 80 and
ment, winning in 1961, ’62 and ’64,
roads are clear bat chains are required on Higlinay 80 from but slipping to fourth in 1965 and
Gold run to Quarantine Station and on ifighay 50 from Placer- third last year.
ville to Riverton and from Sand Flats to Myers.
Besides Starling, Miller and

WANTED
Thousands of college students for
resort ernployrnent. Fun -Filled
jobs with high pay in 37 states.
The 1968 edition of the Students
Resort Employment Directory is
now available! Page after page
of certified jobs at leading resorts. Maps, mileage chart, applications, and helpful hints that
help you "get that job." SEND
PAX for Directory to anDar
Publishers, Box 15327, Tulsa, Okla.
/4115

(City)

HUBB
BARBER
SHOP
Razor cuts &

Europe ’68

Open Mon. through Sat.

June 19 -Sept. 9

Address

Located next to
ZIP

$329 Round Trip

Hairstyling

Name

(State)

L.A.-London

Jet .Prop

9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Roberts book store

CORPORATION

Prof. David T. Mage
1445 Melwood Drive
San Jose, Calif. 286-8781

Bridger, the Spartans will test
newcomers to the varsity Robert
Bailey 1130 lbs. I, Steve Vollmer
1137 lbs.), artcl Ron Wright 1145
lbs.). Rounding out the starting
lineup for SJS will be Dave Allen
1160 lbs.i, Ernie Farrell 1177 lbs.),

Roger McClaughry 119i lbs.) and
Joe Aquino ihvywt.i.
Cal Poly brings three grapplers
into the tourney who won last
year. They are Kent Wyatt 1145
lbs.), Tom Kline (191 lbs.) and
Jesse Flires .110

RELAX, REFRESH AT HOWARD’S
.11

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR YOUR IMPORTED CAR

Phone 297-0406

WE DELIVER!

OPEN

TUESDAY
through
SUNDAY

raQ.

7 am.. 0:30 p.m.

When you’re worn from a day of schooling or studying, stop
here . . . relax with the refreshing cool taste of our flavorful
fountain snacks. They are always good.

HOWARD’S
CRYSTAL CREAMERY
7th and Santa flara

San Jose

801 Lincoln Avenue

12" PIZZAS
$1.95
Chicken Dinners
$1.55
Spaghetti Dinners
99c
DELIVERY HOURS:
SUN. THRU THURS.-5 to 12
FRI. AND SAT.-4 to 2 a.m.

One Block from SJIS

GIRLS

10th and WILLIAM
OPEN DAILY AT 4 p.m.

DELIVERY-295-3805

EASILY EARN $200 BY CHRISTMAS

THROUGH SPARE-TIME SEWING AT HOME
EVEN WITHOUT A SEWING MACHINE
Easy-to.sew products (both with and without a sewing machine) can earn you extra money just in time
for Christmas (and in the following months, too!). You can accomplish this in a few hours a week, even
while you’re baby-sitting. There is no personal selling needed. Our booklet gives you all the easy steps
to follow so that you can have fun sewing those items which you already know, plus new ideas which you
can learn, while every stitch earns you more money. Our extra Directory of "Where To Send For Sewing
Bargains" will be included FREE, (fabrics, threads, yarns, buttons, ribbons, remnants, and even sewing
machines at low, low prices!) if your order is received within a week. Rush two dollars today, (only
2.00) for your copy of "GIRLS SEW AND EARN," to Amethyst Enterprises, 5 Jamaica Avenue, Greenlawn, New York. 11740. Your money will be refunded if you are not completely satisfied and you may
keep the Directory with our compliments!

Your VW

Dress Up
with

CMC 1-Piece Aluminum -Wheels
True, CMC 1 -Piece Aluminum Wheels are the best looking wheels you
can put on your VW, or any car for that matter. But Beauty isn’t their
only virtue. The CMC wheel is centrifugally cast, making it the most
perfect. truest. and smoothest riding wheel manufactured. All CMC
wheels are made of the highest quality aircraft aluminum (A-356)
which is scientifically heat treated to maximum hardness, assuring the
ultimate in safety and performance. CMC engineering specifications
base produced a rigid top quality wheel which is unsurpassed for
strength. durability ... and fine appearance.
CMC ALUM1N111 1 -PIECE WHEELS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE FOR
ALL AMERICAN MADE CARS

only

1130 plus tax/set of four

10 Percent Discount with ASB Card Until December 15

CALPARTS MFG. CO. INC.
430 WILLOW ST., SAN JOSE
PHONE 295-3566

Spartaguide

8-SIPARTAN DAILY
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Area’s Future
To Be Topic
Of Forum
"The Next Tuentx Tears." a
regional conference on the future
I If Santa Clara County, ttill be
held here t lllll orrow. A keynote
add reVi outlining what can he expected If present public and private
policies renialn unchanged alit
open the conference at 0:13 a.m.
Sponsored by SJSC, the University of California at Santa Cruz
Extension Services and over 70
local and Bay Area organizations,
the conference is open to representatives of organizations and
public agencies and to all interested persons.
Challenges of the future for the
County. including population, employment, leisut e activities, urban
land needs, open space conservation and the condition of life for
all people will be explored.
Different regional problems will
be explored by four concurrent !
workshops on "Social Problems!
"Economic
Opportunities,"
and
Prospects." "Land Use," and "The ,
Politics of Change."
Representatives from each of
the morning workshops will form!
an aftet noon panel which will attempt, with audience participation,
to tic together the ideas and
re,mmendations !if the rn.,rnin,:

TODAY
Senior Pictures, sign up for pictures in JC104 for the spring edition of Sparta Life.
Balkan Dance Federation, 8:30
p.m., Women’s Gym 101.
Spangiut Club, 2:30 p.m., C11231.
Dr. Richard Kilby will speak on
his recent trip to India.
Student Initiative, 7:30 p.m.,
Newman (’enter.
American Friends Service Club,
12:30 p.m., Morris Dailey Auditorium, Dan Luce, former head of

Spring Sparta Life
Appointments Open
For Senior Photos
Seniors who want their picture
In the Spring ’68 issue of Sparta
Life magazine may make appointments this week in JC104. Signups will continue through Friday,
from 8 a.m. to noon, and 1 to 5
p.m.
A fee of $3.50 will include free
copies of the winter ’67 and spring
’68 Sparta Life. The pictures will
be taken by Keith Cole Studios of
Redwood City. All students graduating in January, June or August
1968 are eligible to have their pictures included in the issue.

THREE OF BOGART’S greatest. Sunday
-i’;ht, begins at 5 p.m. All for 50c, Mor, Dailey Aud.
CASH FOR MARTIN tor Gibson oval
.
h-ule, us -1- Call 269-3744

Sc

SKI SWAP - SUNDAY DEC. 3, 9 a.m..
,p any & all ski
p
.
-r
. ..g .iprront. Refreshments.
Pf.i House 124 S. 11th St.
JEWISH STUDENTS: PARENTS mem.
Care to
’ 1- T.
bu
it on tele,r
poverty, civil
! vai the draft, the right
Call 244-9841.
FISH & CHIPS
REGULAR SI ORDER now 50c during
month of De -ember at Farrell ’s English
Fish & Chip Shop. S. lIth & San Carlos,
Open 4.10 p.rn. daily.

10e

5e
Sc
29c

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

4 Min. Wax 50c
easy

SPARTA EUROPE CHARTER - $359
JUNE 17-SEPT 6. Price includes S.F./
p
airport trsfrs., first
L
: n
Lon. hotel. Call Barbara
and last Kyne,
leader, 294-2916 after 5
.

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of S2

5 Min. Wash 25c

and tun!

Elapsed Time Indicator
Eliminates Guesswork

2 LOCATIONS
732 S. 1st St.
(Bet. Virginia & Margaret)
804 Lincoln Ave.
(At Sutton

Puritan Oil Co.
4th & William

TRY us FOR YOUR
COMPACT, BOAT OR
HONDA

6t1, & Keyes
10th & Taylor
13th It Julian

1615 Almaden Rd.
easy

San Jose

terms - bank

financing

Sari Jose

51 S. Market St.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1 Roll Jumbo Towels 19c
24c
1 Box Cheer Soap

ASTOR’S COIN -OP
AUTO WASH

so

OF1313.0C:

rk

Ajax Cleanser
Crest large size

BROOKS CYCLERY

GARDEN .CITY

r

2 Bars Ivory Soap _

It’s

them at

Spartan Daily Classifieds

1 Oe

2 Rolls Toilet Paper

six models available for immediate delivery. See

Live music Friday and
Saturday night

MONDAY
Jinirnalism and Advertising Preregistration, Dec. 4 through Dec.
15, on bulletin board between JC107 and JC108.
Alpha Phi Omega, 6:30 p.m.,
EN250. Actives in EN247. Ding
session.
Pre-Law Students, 2 p.m., CH 354. Meeting with Prof. Herbert
Lazerow of the University of San
Diego School of Law.
Geological Society, 7 p.m., S258.
The Spartan Daily dues not knowingly
Dr. Donald F.. Savage of Univer- accept advertising from advertisers who
sity of California at Berkeley will practice discrimination on the basis of
race, color, creed or national origin.
speak.

IN WEDDING RINGS

3 Hershey Bars

able for your inspection and test drive. Twenty-

Imported and domestic brews
on tap

SUNDAY
Royce Hall, 6 p.m., Formal
Lounge. Poetry reading by Nils
Peterson, associate professor of
English.
Phrateres, 4 p.m., Royce Hall.
Progressive dinner, in-actives invited.
Spartan Tr -C’. 9:45 a.m. and
5:45 p.m., Third and San Antonio.

19c
Kleenex

The 1968 Triumphs and Ducatis are now avail-

Authentic German food

POETRY WANTED FOR Anthology. 1n ...de stamped envelope, Idlewild PubCompany, 543 Frederick, San
’

(IGS

THEY HAVE ARRIVED

HOFBRAU

NEWEST

Ricks Cancelled
This week’s Friday Flicks, "Fall
of ths Roman Empire," has been
cancelled clue to a conflict of
scheduling with a performance by
the Pozo Seco Singers and The
Pair Extraordinaire in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
Flicks chairman Reggie Tnran
said that J(’141 also has an event
scheduled for Friday and that the
film will he rescheduled at a I: ter
date.

America’s Most Beautiful . . .

International Volunteer Service in
Vietnam will speak.
linternation Students OrganizaCafeteria
B.
3:30 p.m.,
tion,
Guests at the Patron’s Pot Luck
Dinner at 6:30 p.m. in Women’s
Gym.
SATURDAY
Spartan Ortocci, 6:30 p.m., Ann
Dailing Bowl. Bowling tournament
followed at 10 p.m. by dance in
Women’s Gym.

AUTOMOTIVE

Allt Carved’
E XCLUSIVES
"TEXTURED GOLD"

II tic] sott.s Jesvelers
5(i South First
I .onvenicni thristmas
Layaway
ripen Thurs. Nights

5r.
rwiLif

121

’62 PLYMOUTH 1 -door hardtop; 318
cu. in.; 40,000 mi.: exc. cond.; new set
"Red Streaks"; $750. 378-3405 C. E.
Badley.
HONDA ’65 160, 4100 mi.. excellent
condition, must sell, 5325/best offer,
243-4980.
’60 VOLVO 122S red, New wide tires,
tuned exhaust excel’ent cond. in & out.
5695. 264-1440 after 5 p.m.
’60 MGA 1600 WHITE, wire wheels,
new top. Tonneau, engine, good tires.
Santa Cruz 408-423-5975.
’67 SPRITE, NEW, real American maqs,
radio, heater. MGB seats. Tonneau co,
Sr. competition exhaust. about 65 HP,
enlisted, must sell, sacrifice, best offer.
Don. 295-1469.
FOR SALE: HONDA 300. ’67. Best offer. Call eves. 293-3591.
BUY OF THE WEEK! 9 pass. sta. wag.
:0 Ford, std.. trans. R/H. Looks good,
.ns good. $395! 264-8978.
1966 HONDA 1-90. 1091 Almarida Dr.
Call 248-9819 after 3:30 p.m.
AUSTIN HEALEY, ’69, 100-q, silver,
0.D., excellent condition. $950 or offer.
Call 377-1124.
’61 FORD, AUTOMATIC transmission.
$199. Dependable transportation. New
battery & generator. 244-6304.
SEARS 1966 SPORTCYCLE "106" CC
Cost $419 new. Will sell for $249 w/
only 900 miles on speedometer. Call
286-8780,
HONDA 60 ONLY 140 miles on this
1968 Hondamatic. $225. Call 294-1087.
MG MIDGET ’66 wh/bk. radio, heater,
wire ww tires, tonneau cover, 19,000
miles. $1340. Call 292-4530. $450 below
Blue Book. Owner drafted.
FOR SALE: ’65 Honda 160. Call 2926938.
’63 IMPALA 2 -door hardtop. Excellent
condition. $1195. Call 732-0957.
’61 ALFA ROMEO 2.0 litre - convertible. Excellent cond. - $1200 or
bast offer. Terms avail. 248.1730 or
354.9407
’65 HONDA, 25",
’,abler $350 or
trade
ir
rinnend riCell 298.
1218 aftor 5:10
761
VW, WHITE, RH,
,-"nof. $750.
Coll 266-7817
FOR SALE: PANEL
1, ’54 Chen.
almost new trurk fires. It refuses to quit
running. 248-7433. $300.
’59 VW. $595. Good cond. Oversize
Pr
, ust overhauled. Going overseas.
{74297.0605.

NOW OPEN - Old unapproved room- COUPLE WILL BABYSIT while you Xing house - $45 up per room, 1 block mas shop. Vicinity of SJS, Call between 6-7 p.m. 293-9892. Lucille,
from library. 244-3385 or 248-2379.
GOING TO PASADENA
FURN. ROOM, MALE student, kitchen WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - See me
FOR SALE: EVERYTHING I got . . . prin. No smoking or drinking $15, Call in JC-I27 1:30 to 4:20 daily except
Wed, or phone 968-0944 anytime. Jim
cheap (you name it: I got it. Skiis, car, 293-3088.
Koski.
Stereo. The whole bit.) Free with every
purchase - your choice from a selec- FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED, 1/2 EXPERT TYPIST - Fast, will do all kind;
tion of worthless, pre-enlightenment block from campus. $40/mo. 292-2075.
of typing on electric typewriter. Reasontype record albums (they sound great ROOM WANTED WITH kitchen about able rates. 292-3901.
if you are still pre-enlightened.) Come $40. Call Mike 252-0369.
MATURE WOMAN desires typing at
and see me at 259 San Antonio Court.
ROOMS - MEN - graduates or up- home. Reasonable prices. Call 244-6581.
My name is Dan Collie.
per division. Singles & doubles w/ or TYPING - TURABIAN OR Campbell
AUTO STEREO - MUNTZ best model w/out kitchen priv. Close to campus. form. Experienced. West side. Call 252-plays 4 & 8 track. Chrome with wood Quiet. 295.2355 or 295-8858.
5288.
grain face. 8 good tapes included +
2 chrome stereo locks. Near new. W/ ROOMMATE WANTED: UPPER divi- TYPING, EXPERIENCED, FAST. neat
work. 21/2 miles from SJS. Thesis. term
out speakers. Cost $160 all together. sion. 148 E. William 297-7721.
papers etc. 298-4104. Mrs. Aslanian.
Sacrifice. 295-6967,
MATURE MALE ROOMMATE needed
RADIAL DRILL PRESS, 32", $37.50. Belt to share I bdrm. apt. 1 block from
TRANSPORTATION 191
sander, $14.95. Jointer-plainer, $29.95. SJS. 466 S. 7th St.
Bench saw. 8", $29. Lathe, $15. All new
tools. 292-0409 or 241-1943.
$399.50 JET TO AMSTERDAM, June 27,
LOST AND FOUND 161
return Sept. 4. French study course
TANDBERG MODEL 64 Stereo Tape
Recorder and 44 reels of 1800 foot LOST: I BROWN wallet on SJS cam- included at ALLIANCE FRANCAISE
PARIS. German course available too.
Scotch Recording Tape. $398. Excellent pss
11-28. 797-9957. REWARD.
Prof. French, 9875 Santa Monica Blvd.,
condition. Call 292-0369,
Beverly Hills (213) 274-0729.
FOLK CLASSICAL ESPANA Guitar. Ex
(7)
PERSONALS
cellent condition, hardly been played,
EUROPEAN SUMMER
$120. Call 251-2669 or details.
STUDENTS TO EUROPE this summer!
CONTEMPORARY
MADE
CUSTOM
CAMERA-EXAKTA VX 35mm single-lens
SJS student is invited! Spend six
reflex. F/I.9 Schneider-Xeon 50mm auto- wedding rings. Original jewelry in cast
t weeks this summer 1968 explormatic lens. Pena -Prism meter, case. $100. gold & silver. Geo. Larimore 354-1273,
i:
countries of Europe with SJS
354-8200.
Phone 286-8510.
. nor & professional tour guide.
--c-in after graduation in June & will
SKIS, HEAD, COMP, 220cm, very good NOW OPEN: FARRELLS ENGLISH Fish
& Chips Shop, S. 11th & E. San Carlos .-sit all the highlights of Europe such
condition, $100. Call 296-2674.
from the Old Country. as Paris, London, Roma, Florence, Vienna
AMPLIFIER - FENDER Befridniaster, Authentic recipe
Open
4 p.m. to 10 p.m. daily.
& Geneaa all included et a special stuguitar with rase and t.tand. New $785
dent rate! Come to preliminary discuswill sell fur $350. Call 264-8091,
sion on Tuesday Dec. 5 in Cafeteria
t SERVICES (el.
Rooms A & B at 2:30 p.m. A candid
HELP WANTED 14/
colored movie of Europe will be shown
TYPING followed by a question & answer perREASONABLE
EXQUISITE,
done by Miss Carey - call 293-4700 iod. For more information contact Helen
PHONE FOR MONEY
Close to SJS. Mimeo slightly highs Callahan, phone 295-4756. We’ll see
PLEASANT PHONE WORK for fraternal Per page.
you & your friends on Tuesday. Dec. 5th.
society from your own private desk in
TYPING. EXPERIENCED AND fast.
pleasant air cond. office. Part time eves.
SELLING ROUND TRIP airline ticket.
Term papers. etc. Call 264-8592.
Salary +. 298-1263.
Oakland to N. Y. Leave 12-15 - leave
TYPING IN MY HOME. IBM Pica. Call N. Y. 1,2 - Confirmed
seat $130. Call
p.m.
BUS BOYS WANTED. Garden City Hof- 243-6313, 9 a.m. to 8
227:9418.
brau 297-2002. Ask for the chef.
EXPERT TYPIST - THESIS, terrn papers,
etc. Phone 258-4335.
TYPING - TERM PAPERS, manuscripts
HOUSING IS)
thesis, etc. Reasonable. Work quaran
teed. 294-3772, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
MOVING, MUST SELL CUSTOM built
newly painted 3 bdrm., 2 bath, kit/fam, RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’s.
rm., carpets, custom drapes, sprinkler Free delivery, free service. No contract.
sys., landscaping, soft water, shake roof Call 251-2590,
Campbell School Dist., Patio Drive, STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHER - Aware
Photography. Absolute artistic quality
$25.950 by owner, 371-2604.
MARVELOUS: SANTA CRUZ Mountain Thorn Dunks 287-1795.
cabin. Secluded, lovely view, off Hwy. TYPING - THESIS, TERM papers, etc.
17. Call eves; 294.8359.
Experienced and fast. Phone 269-8674,

r

FOR SALE 131’

To Place
an ad:

Call at

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

0

LA.
-

-

LEt3 cuT ICON
T1415 AFT - I’LL
ET HE Hgt4’T
TAKEN ROLL TWO
TIMES ALL

Classified Adv.
Office - J206
Monday,

Wednesday & Friday

10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

Tuesday & Thursday
II a.m. to 12 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.
in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Maks
check out to Spartan Daily

Send

WA1
L YOLJ 5SC’

Vur T PiPri’r THINK
OF IT AS CHEATING-I 5’ai45 ONLY THINKING
HOW HAPPY YOU
wout.p BE TO
5EE let( MAIN5
1MPfzovE!

POLL. I’VE
LINED UP FOR

TH

Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

’YOU TO -Nile.

T

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

CLASSIFIED RATES

’The beer -runner wouldn’tcall"quits"
When his ship floundered off St. Moritz;
Ile cried, "Sink if we must,
It seems only just
That the captain so down with his Schlitz.

Minimum
Three lines
One day

One day

3 lines
4 tines
5 linos
6 linos

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2-.02.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

50

.50

.50

Two days

Three days

Four days

Five days

-2.40
2.W02.90---3.00
3.50
3.40
4.00
3.90

Add this

amount tor
each addi hone! line

.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
I

blo:

wee., xvi ueo

I

0 Announcements (1)
0 Automotive (2)
flFor Sale telj

[j Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
n Lost end Found (6)

[] Personals (7)
0 Services (8)
fl Transportation (9)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE. CALIF. 95114
Muse allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

Days

